
ATTIC RENOVATION VIRTUAL TOUR ONLY

HIGHLIGHTED VENDORS

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Wellborn Cabinets - Preston Door - Glacier White - Wet Bar, Wine Rack 
   and Beverage Fridge

• Custom Tile Feature Wall Behind Wet Bar – Arabesque Tile in Watercolor 

• Round Bar Sink

• Stellar Blanco Blanco Quartz with Pencil Round Edge

• Full Bath with Custom Tile - Rustica Lake in Shower & Large Hex 
   Attitude White on Floor 

• Speciality Pedestal Sink  

• Speciality Lighting Throughout

• 2 Mounted TVs - Family Room & Exercise Space

• Custom Pull Up Bar & Game Closet  

• Upgraded LVP Throughout Attic

Carolina Custom Kitchen & Bath

Triangle Tile & Stone
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This wonderful family of �ve bought their home shortly after the pandemic 
began. Little did they know that they would be home-bound for such an 
unspeci�ed amount of time. As the pandemic continued, the family realized 
that they needed more space to spread out but still come together. This need 
led them to Wake Remodeling to develop a �ex space in their un�nished attic.

Upon ascending the stairs to the attic, Sherwin Williams Misty adorns the 
stairwell making for a calm, airy and open atmosphere extending into the attic 
and is enhanced by the natural light from the dormer windows. The LVP �ooring 
in Parsnip is an excellent alternative to traditional �ooring due to its durability 
and ease of maintenance in a room that will receive a fair amount of foot tra�c. 
The wall and �oor color are anchored by the beautiful blue-gray pool table 
featuring a more transitional gray felt tabletop, chosen speci�cally for this space 
due to the paint and �oor colors.

The wet bar cabinets are Wellborn with antique nickel pulls a wine rack, and 
space for a beverage refrigerator. The Stellar Blanco Quartz countertops add a 
layer of sparkle and shimmer and the added bene�ts of being scratch-resistant 
and highly resistant to stains and dents. The custom wet bar backsplash is an 
artisanal handmade Arabesque tile that is highly re�ective due to its �nish in a 
classic neutral color. 

The full-size bathroom displays a pedestal sink to keep the bathroom simple, 
emphasizing the handmade look of the Rustica Lake shower tile and the 
oversized gray hexagonal �oor tile with Sherwin Williams Silverpointe on the 
walls. The hexagonal shape extends up the wall to the client’s handpicked 
mirror. To maximize storage in the bathroom, a linen closet was added and 
conveniently hides an access point for the HVAC. 

Wake Remodeling enjoyed helping them Dream, Design, and Build their vision 
through the design-build collaborative process, emphasizing unique �nishes 
chosen between our lead designer Lee Anne Martin and the homeowners. The 
end result was a success in adding additional �ex space for family use!
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